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IEPs & The Curriculum

At KGMS, student services are an interwoven and 
integral part of our lived curriculum of the classroom 
and school as a whole.

Following the guidelines of Universal Design for 
Learning, IEPs, their goals and objectives and their 
universal and essential supports, are a focused 
consideration from the moment a student enters our 
doors. 

What may be a traditional school’s Tier 3 supports are 
KGMS’s Tier 1.



IEPs & The Curriculum

Universal Design for Learning 
guides and informs all aspects of 
KGMS’s programme. IEPs & the 
Curriculum centre on providing our 
students with multiple means of 

● Engagement
● Representation
● Action & expression

This begins at the front doors.

NATIONAL CENTER FOR UNIVERSITY DESIGN FOR LEARNING



Student Support 
Services 
at KGMS



Student Support Services at KGMS
● committed to providing all students with 

access to quality educational programs 
and developing the whole child

●  range of student support services is 
available to further this goal as the 
additional supports are integral to our 
whole school system

● professional student support services 
are in addition to the universal design for 
learning (UDL) strategies used in the 
classrooms



Tiers of Support



Universal supports for students at KGMS

Classroom intervention & differentiated instruction

● Individualized Education Plan (IEP)
● Social-Emotional Learning (SEL) program
● 1:1 daily tutoring
● Assistive tech
● Small class instruction & co-teaching model
● multisensory approach
● SLP, OT, Developmental Specialist - classroom consultation



Small group interventions
Focused teaching

● Designated lunch groups
● Small group Speech-Language Pathology groups
● Counselling check-ins with school counsellor
● Speech-Language Pathology based/monitored 

intervention in tutoring
● Small group Occupational Therapy support in 

classroom; strategies provided for individual 
students

● School psychologist's support in developing 
classroom programming supports

● Access to online courses



Intensive & Individualized Intervention

Intensive teaching

● Short term 1:1 counselling 
● short term PBP via developmental 

consultant
● Psychologist 1:1 intensive 

support/intervention, meetings with 
students and families

● OT & SLP Intervention, Assessment, 
Consultative support for Intensive Needs



Student Support Services & IEPs

● Illustrates a student’s individualized 
goals

● Working document - updated at least 
twice a year but can be done more

● Reflects the individual student’s learning 
disability and needs

● Competency based
● Elementary to Grade 9: Classroom 

teachers are the IEP case managers
● Grades 10 to 12: Senior High School 

teacher is case manager.



Counselling Services at 
KGMS/MAHS



Counselling and Social Emotional Learning

Proactive Responsive



Relationships and attachments. 

We focus a lot of our attention on helping students develop and maintain 
positive relationships.  



Goal Directed. 

● Self awareness 

I’m good at this; I’m not good at this!

● Direction 

My goal is to be a…

● Solid attachments/understanding supports 

Parents, Teachers, Tutors, Counsellors, Friends



LANGUAGE ARTS 
PROGRAM
 at KGMS



The Skills of Language Arts

Comprehending and connecting 
● reading
● listening
● viewing 

Creating and communicating 
● writing
● speaking
● representing



Ongoing team communication helps us tailor the Language Arts 
programming to meet the needs of the class and individual students, while 
always striving to meet Ministry guidelines.   Individualization is built into 
our team approach to collaboration:

● SLP:  phonemic awareness, social thinking, story narrative, oral language, 
● OT:  self-regulation, fine motor and printing, desk posture
● Tutors: structured literacy using the Orton-Gillingham approach
● Teacher librarian:  reading incentives, book talks, class read alouds, younger 

students, drama and puppetry

A Collaborative Approach



Assessments are done each term to help us 
plan class and individualized instruction, and 
monitor individual progress.  

We assess writing skills, reading fluency and 
comprehension, and phonetic knowledge. 
Our high staff:student ratio allows ongoing 
opportunity to observe each child’s progress 
and shift our plans as needed. 

Continuous Assessment of/for Learning



Tiered Approach to Intervention (also called RTI)

The KGMS the Language Art 
program places an emphasis 
on Tier 2 targeted group 
intervention.   

These reading groups are 
student centered and  include 
intensive, systematic, explicit 
instruction, tailored to the 
group. Focus is on skill 
development. 



Structured Literacy: Reading

The reading program includes story read alouds, small group reading, 
independent reading, as well as  non-fiction books, online books and videos. 
Structured literacy lessons may also include:

● Multisensory approaches
● OG in the classroom
● Phonemic awareness and Phonics
● Fluency 
● Vocabulary
● Comprehension Skills

  



Model of Gradual Release

We teach using the Gradual Release Model (I do, we do, you do) in which a 
teacher first gives direct instruction, followed by guided practice, and finally 
independent student practice.

This is a marathon. Not a race.



Structured Literacy: Writing
Our writing program focuses on the process of storytelling, both in the context 
of narrative and informative. To make writing meaningful to children, we build on 
their interests, abilities and personal stories.  Oral language and using 
imagination to create story narrative, is a significant part of early primary 
Language Arts. In the intermediate grades, the focus turns to sharing stories 
through written work on paper, with the use of adaptive technology, and in 
presentations.  



School Wide Writing Models

6 + 1 Traits of Writing                                            Orton Gillingham Story Grammar Marker



Universal Design for Learning Examples

Engagement. Representation. Action & Expression: 
Creating spontaneous narratives; writing with joy and playfulness



Universal Design for Learning Examples

Engagement. Representation. Action & Expression: 
Strengthening written output

Fine Motor Printing Practice Keyboarding Assistive Technology



Universal Design for Learning Examples

Revising and Editing Novel  and Graphic Novel 

Multi-le
vel Sets Leveled Books

Engagement. Representation. Action & Expression:
Presenting information and content in different ways 

Hands on 

Sight W
ord 

Games

   

Mutli-sensory 
Spelling Interactive Smartboard



Universal Design for Learning Examples
Engagement. Representation. Action & Expression: 

Storyboard Creator

Story Plot Diorama

● Students are given options of how to express 
required learning (e.g., comic strip, write a 
letter, or develop a mural)

● Students are given opportunities to work alone 
or in small groups on their products



Math Program 
at KGMS



Everyone can learn maths 
- Jo Boaler 



At KGMS We: 

● Use developmentally appropriate methods for all students
● Teach for understanding
● Employ multisensory instructional techniques: kinesthetic, visual,                       

verbal, auditory 
● Concrete - Pictorial - Abstract approach of learning mathematics, while each are 

equally valid depending on student’s learning style and development
● Small group instruction 
● Math U See program - multi-sensory program 
● Use online math adaptive technology: Mathletics and IXL for elementary and 

secondary respectively   
● Deliver engaging and explicit direct instruction, differentiated for our learners  

○ I do - teacher do  
○ We do - guided practice
○ You do - independent practice  



We look at: 

● What does the student need to find success
● What tools does the student need

○ Math journals with math formulas, sequencing steps  
○ Manipulatives
○ Visuals
○ Graphic organizers: 100’s chart, place value mats, 
○ Technology: Calculators, virtual manipulatives 

● Accomodations: Time, options for assessment,                             
environment   

● Using real life contexts relevant to our students



Numeracy Continuums 

At KGMS each point on the 
triangle are equally valid. 



We celebrate all learners, see their potential  
They simply learn differently  



Q & A


